
Greetings, 
 
I was told by the DCC to reach out to the CAC for specific concerns regarding the 
legislation. A recent change in functionality of Metrc track and trace undermines everything 
about the way the cannabis distribution industry operates and risks eliminating any trace of 
competitive advantage left for smaller players. As of recently, it is possible to to see the 
cultivator (producer) of every single package transferred to you in metrc from a simple drop 
down menu. The industry revolves around connections and carefully sourcing the best deals, 
and that is now all laid out bare for anyone to see who your best suppliers are, and contact 
them directly. There is no possibility to make a margin if all your customers can go straight 
to the source directly, and why would the large distros who we sell to not call the suppliers 
once they purchase a sample of the product, and offer to buy at the same rate we do. I 
understand it is important for the regulators to be able to track the source of each package, 
but that information is not pertinent to buyers along the supply chain and poses an 
existential threat to the way of business for all distributors. I am urging you to please 
request immediate changes to this as we cannot afford to use the system the way it is 
intended and risk relaying sensitive and valuable business information to every client, in 
every transfer.  
 
I have attached a screenshot of what it looks like. The button labeled "source harvest" is new 
and was not there until the last few weeks. Removing that, or making it only visible to 
government officials, would solve this problem entirely. Thank you very much.  
 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
 
Best, 
Louis Samuel 
Golden State Cannabis CEO 
9258180070 
 



 


